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Have you ever wondered what wine to pair with that scoop of ice cream? Master baker and chef
Jan Hedh answers every ice cream–related question you never knew you had in The Ultimate
Guide to Homemade Ice Cream. This cookbook contains both basic and complex recipes for
cold, creamy treats with flavors ranging from sweet to savory, including mango, avocado, truffle,
asparagus, and mint chocolate chip. In addition, Hedh provides recipes for parfaits, semifreddo,
cheesecake, and ice cream soufflé. Hedh goes beyond the usual scoop by offering creative
ideas for decorating desserts, having fun with sugar art, and even carving your own ice sculpture.
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the peoples that eat the most ice cream in the world. Unfortunately, most of it is factory made ice
cream.Today, very few bakeshops make their own ice cream and much of what is called
homemade ice cream is based on powder products and pastes from Italy that have few things in
common with ice cream made from natural produce.I remember when Östen Brolin and I began
making our own ice cream at the bakeshop, Vete Katten, in Stockholm. Ice cream quickly
became a favorite craving in the neighborhood! Te bakeshops began to make ice cream bombs
just like back in the day. Ice cream in cups or in cones was served at every pastry shop. At Olof
Viktors bakery in Glemminge, close to Ystad, where we are famous for making bread, jam,
marmalade—and ice cream—with fresh produce, and without E numbers and stabilizers. In the
summer, we make about 2,642 gallons or 10,000 liters of ice cream every week.My first memory
of homemade ice cream is from when my mother, Kerstin, stirred ice cream in the freezer with a
ladle and served it freshly frozen for Sunday dessert. Sometimes, she would simply make frozen
cream and serve it with berries. During the summer she used to make Popsicle sticks out of
frozen juice, something we loved as kids. Parfait was often served when we had guests, or
during various holidays. Most of the time, my mother would make strawberry or pineapple parfait.
Sometimes, when someone in the family had a birthday, mother would order frozen pudding or
Meringue Suisse from Brauns Bakeshop at Gustav Adolfs torg in Malmö. Back then it was
considered the nicest bakeshop in the entire city. Their window display was always filled with ice
cream bombs and frozen puddings that had been decorated with spun sugar and other goodies,
depending on the holidays.Desserts and ice creams were always part of the bakeshop and most
of the cake shops used to make their own ice cream parfaits and frozen puddings. I have always
worked at places where we make our own ice cream. At my first job, we always received many
orders for frozen pudding with spun sugar every Friday and Saturday. Bomb molds were lined
with different ice creams and filled with various types of filling, such as parfait and fruit mousse.



As an apprentice, I sometimes helped delivering the ice cream on my bike. Then, the ice cream
would be stored in a metal container inside a very heavy bucket. 2.2 pounds of ice was mixed
with 10.6 oz of salt to lower the freezing point so that the ice cream would hold up for hours.
Eventually, artificial ice was introduced to us and made the delivery process a lot
easier.Meringue Suisse used to be a very common dessert back in the day. The tall creations
were delivered in large boxes. They contained circles of classic French meringue and chocolate
cream and vanilla cream. Other popular desserts included lemon or orange fromage, savarin,
and charlotte russe. At weddings, croquembouches out of almond paste solved in egg whites
were desired. The ice cream was placed on top of the crown and it was embedded in spun
sugar. The entire creation was usually decorated with roses and leaves in pulled caramel. For
baptisms, decorations often consisted of cradles made with hippenmasse or chocolate, with a
baby covered in a marzipan blanket, or a stork out of caramel. For the children’s birthday party,
the cake would be adorned with a marzipan train for a boy or a marzipan bear when it was for a
girl. We sold loads of ice cream for graduation ceremonies, and for anniversaries, or birthdays.
Not to mention the demand for ice cream for New Year’s Eve parties and Christmas.The
storefront windows at pastry shops were often adorned with croquembouches made with
almond paste and egg whites, and a beautiful cornucopia filled with tea biscuits and chocolate
pralines. Both of these baked goods were often served with ice cream desserts, especially at
weddings, baptisms, festivals, and anniversaries. Last year I received an order for 13
croquembouches, all for the same wedding. It is fun when you receive a big order like that, but it
also requires a lot of work.This book is dedicated to my mother, father and grandmother who
taught me to love good food and appreciate the importance of high quality ingredients.I still
recall my father’s conversations with butchers and fishmongers in Malmö’s three market halls,
which had floors covered in sawdust. I was a young boy, and stood there all ears and listened. I
used to go shopping with dad every Saturday, while mom was at work. We spent a lot of time
and effort on our cooking every weekend. Walks with my grandmother often ended up at the
meat shops in Tomelilla, and to the market square, where they sold fresh vegetables, fruits, and
berries every day. Every Saturday for breakfast, I would get sugar biscuits filled with vanilla
custard or Berliner pastries with apple marmalade filling from Ekerlund’s local bakery. These are
the memories that have stuck with me!A special thank you to expert herb grower Magne
Haugen, for his generosity with his knowledge about herbs and edible flowers and the use of his
herb garden in Klevane. Go to his website to learn all about edible herbs and flowers!A BRIEF
HISTORY OF ICE CREAMGastronomic encyclopedias disagree on who invented the ice cream.
Some of them credit the Chinese, others the Romans, and sometimes the Indians. However,
most of them agree that it was the Chinese who invented the ice cream many thousands years
ago, although there are no similarities between the archaic ice cream and the one we eat today.
The story goes that Marco Polo tried Chinese ice cream during his trip to China in 1292 (despite
the ongoing debate whether he visited China or not).Ice cream in the shape of flavored snow or
ice has a long history. Even during antiquity people pondered over how to improve water so that



it would remain cold and taste better. Some of the methods included mixing water with wine, fruit
juice, and honey, and various ways to chill it.Emperor Nero is said to have used slaves to run
with ice in relay races from the Apennines to Rome every day. Rumor has it that during the siege
of Petra, Alexander the Great ordered 30 pits to be dug in the ground and filled with ice and
snow. They were then covered with a thick layer of oak leaves to maintain the ice for a longer
time. Te ice was used to chill drinks and to cool feverish warriors.Sorbet, which is made from fruit
puree, fruit juice, or wine, is the type of ice cream that was served up to the mid 1700s. The term
comes from the Arabic word, sherbet. Many people claim that sorbet originates from Asia. The
Romans are said to have dug basements, much like our food storages on the northern slopes of
the Averner Mountain. And Seneca considered the Romans were wasteful and profligate
because they only wanted drinks that had been chilled. Hippocrates didn’t even want to taste
these drinks.According to literature, when Catherine de Medici married the French successor to
the throne, Henry II, she brought her confectioner, Bernardo Buontalenti, with her to France so
that he could serve her different ice creams every day. In 1822, Antonin Carème wrote that the
chefs in the 1700s had to learn how to cook Italian cuisine, which Catherine de Medici had
introduced to the French court. That’s when ice cream was served for the first time in France, so
in literature it is agreed that in Europe ice cream originated from Italy. In Florence, it is said that
the first ice cream was born in 1565, when Buontalenti created a concoction of frozen desserts,
containing zabaglione and fruit. Many people still credit him for inventing ice cream. The only
issue to that claim is that it wasn’t until 14 years later that people discovered that you could lower
the freezing point with salt. Buontalenti was considered an ice cream wizard and his various ice
cream recipes became precious state secrets.Italian ice cream makers spread the art of
preparing ice cream to the capital of culinary art, Paris. In the mid 1670s a man from Palermo,
Francesco Procopio (later changed to Procopé), opened up an ice cream café at Rue des
Fossés Saint-Germain, next to the old Comédie Française. The place is rumored to have served
hundreds of ice creams flavored with fine wines, delicious fruits, and rare spices, featuring other
exotic flavors such as white coffee ice cream, or ice cream infused with roses, violets, and
lavender. This also became one of the first ice cream cafés in Paris to serve coffee. Intellectuals,
such as Rousseau, Voltaire, and Diderot are said to have met up and tried all their specialties. In
1675, there were about 250 ice cream boutiques in Paris, and in 1750, Procopio’s successor,
Buisson, began selling ice cream all year round in his shop. Another famous ice cream place in
Paris was Le Caveau, which was known for its almond ice cream that was flavored with kirsch.
Eventually, an ice cream confectioner from Naples by the name Raphael introduced the new
Italian ice cream method in France. He too, was considered a wizard in his field and was met
with great respect by the French confectioners.In 1770 the first ice cream shop opened up in
New York by an Italian immigrant named Giovanni Bosio. During the first half of the 1800s, ice
cream parlors and confectioners shops that produced ice cream in all shapes and forms
became common throughout Europe.The first time that ice cream is mentioned in literature in
Sweden is in Cajsa Warg’s cookbook. The lady didn’t particularly like it. “Although ice cream is



very unhealthy cuisine, it may nevertheless not be omitted as many people like it.” In Stockholm,
ice cream consumption was very popular at cafés, bake shops, and restaurants.The great
August Escoffier, sometimes referred to as the King of chefs, was a lot more positive towards ice
cream and wrote: “When ice cream is well made and elegantly served, it is the most fulfilling
delicacy. No other area in culinary art offers the same creative freedom for the mind to create
endless and delicious combinations.”Ice cream was still exclusive during the mid 1920s and it
was ordered from the bake shops for festive occasions. It was delivered in ice buckets, which
contained a cylinder and two structures that could hold two ice cream bombs. In finer homes, the
maids would turn the ice cream in a cold mixture of ice and salt until it became smooth and firm.
Vanilla used to be the most common ice cream flavor, and it remains the most popular flavor to
this day.When ice cream on sticks was invented (so called Popsicles), little kiosks began selling
ice cream cones all over the country. America has the largest ice cream consumption in the
world, but just like in Sweden, it is mostly industrially produced ice cream. The ice cream
industry often makes ice cream that is flavored with nature-identical flavors and stabilizers made
from locust bean gum, stabilizers, emulsifiers, and E numbers. Yellow lemon ice cream? How
can it be yellow when lemon juice is white? Or green pear ice cream, how is that possible?
Yellow banana ice cream when bananas are white inside? Well, there are a lot of tricks in the ice
cream industry. But enough about that, in this book we will teach you how to make ice cream the
way it should be done!WHAT IS ICE CREAM?Ice cream is a dish that uses the delicious
features of milk and cream. By freezing the ice cream it becomes firm and creamy and it is
converted in the mouth from a fixed to a fluid consistency. However, it was not an easy task to
learn how to freeze the cream so that it would attain a good consistency.Pure cream will turn
rock hard when it freezes. Sugar softens the ice cream but it also lowers the freezing point.
Sweetened cream freezes during the freezing point for water. Back in the day, what used to
make it possible to freeze the ice cream was a cold blend of ice and salt, which lowers the
freezing point and makes the ice cold enough to freeze the sweetened cream (300 g (1½ cups)
of salt was needed for 2.2 lbs of ice). This process was known in the Arab world back in the
1300s, and perhaps this is where this knowledge came from when it arrived in Italy. In 1292,
Marco Polo is said to have brought the knowledge of how to make ice cream with a cold blend of
potassium nitrate and water, a method that the Chinese were using to cool various fruit drinks. In
1530, a Sicilian from Catania further developed Marco Polo’s recipe and used natural ice and
potassium nitrate to freeze the ice cream mix. He named his invention “gelato.”Ice creams
appeared in Italian cookbooks already during the early 1700s. The English term “ice cream”
appeared in writing for the first time in 1672. The very first recipes for frozen water and cream
came about in France and Naples around 1680-90. The first French ice cream recipe (neige de
fleurs d’orange, snow of orange flowers) was published in the book, Nouveau Confiturier, in
1682. Year 1798 was a milestone in the history of ice cream. That’s when Paris L’Art de Faire Les
Glaces (The Art of Making Ice Cream) was published. The author of the book, Monseigneur
Emy, described an ice cream machine for the first time in history that was constructed with a



handle that could rotate the inner container. The rotation made the freezing process a lot
quicker, but it would also produce an ice cream that was smooth and soft in texture.In 1700s a
constant mixing of the ice cream mass resulted in a much finer and smoother consistency
without any ice crystals in the ice cream. In1843, Nancy Johnson from Philadelphia patented an
ice cream machine that performed continuous stirring. The next step in the development of ice
cream was achieved with the invention of the refrigerator and the freezer.The Structure and
Consistency of Ice CreamIce cream mass is composed of three basic elements: ice crystals
from pure water, concentrated cream crystals that are formed from the ice cream mass, and the
air cells that are formed through the churning process during freezing.The concentrated cream
is what is left when the ice crystals are formed. Thanks to the dissolved sugar, about a fifth of the
water in the ice cream blend, the cream remains unfrozen even at temperatures around - 0.4ºF.
The result is a thick mass containing equal parts unfrozen water, milk fat, milk proteins, and
sugar. This liquid mass covers the millions of ice crystals and holds them together, but not too
rigidly.During the freezing process, air cells form in the ice cream blend. They soften the
structure of the blend and make the ice cream lighter and more airy so that it becomes easier to
scoop up when it is time to serve it, and so that it is easier to eat. The air cells also increase the
volume of the ice cream during the freezing process. The technical jargon for the process during
which the ice cream volume can increase up to 100% is called overrun. The final result is an
even mix of ice cream mass and air. The lesser the volume, the harder the consistency of the ice
cream will turn out.In the 1800s, Sweden was the world’s leading manufacturer of ice cream
machines, most of them produced by Husqvarna. The export of ice cream makers to the USA
was extensive.It is quite an art to be able to create an ice cream blend that freezes structured,
and that has a balanced mix of ice crystals, cream, and air. All these components are important
to produce ice cream that is smooth, soft, and slightly chewy in texture. The less water you add
to the mixture, the easier it is to achieve tiny ice crystals and a smooth and soft consistency. Too
much sugar and milk produces a heavy and rich ice cream, and if you add too much cream,
butter will form during the freezing process. Most good recipes produce ice cream that contains
about 60 percent water and 15 percent sugar, and at least 10 percent of milk substance with a
maximum fat content of 20 percent.High quality ice cream contains a lot of egg yolks and cream
and is not as airy as cheap ice cream.Different Types of Ice CreamAmerican ice cream is mostly
made from cream and milk, sugar, and some other ingredients, but it usually does not contain
any eggs.French ice cream contains egg yolks, as many as 12 yolks per every 34 ounces of ice
cream. The egg protein creates a good emulsion that makes ice crystals in the finished ice
cream relatively small, which contributes to a smooth texture, even if the milk fat content is low
and the water content is high. Most French ice cream recipes are based on a crème anglaise
made out of milk, and sometimes out of milk and cream. A blend containing egg yolks needs to
be cooked first so that the protein dissolves and causes the mixture to emulsify at a temperature
between 179.6ºF and 185ºF, but also to kill any bacteria that may form in the raw egg yolks. This
blend has a vanilla sauce-like consistency and a classic egg flavor that is characteristic for this



type of ice cream. Yolk emulsifying lecithins are required to produce sauces such as
mayonnaise, hollandaise, béarnaise, and a good crème anglaise.Italian ice cream, gelato, has a
high fat content, contains egg yolks, and freezes with a pretty low increase in volume, which
gives it a rich and smooth texture. Italian vanilla ice cream always contains lemon peel and
vanilla pods. Sometimes the Italians produce a leaner ice cream with a crème anglaise based on
milk only, instead of milk and cream. If the entire egg is used, the ice cream will turn out colder,
because the egg whites contain more water. Ice cream that contains only the whites tends to feel
a lot colder than it actually is. Egg whites begin to solidify at 141.8ºF, but ovalbumin, which is the
dominant protein in whites, coagulates at 183.2ºF. Glucose, sugar, gelatin, or ice cream
stabilizers are added to ice cream with a low fat content (below 10 percent), to get as tiny ice
crystals as possible.Indian ice cream, kulfi, is said to originate from the 1600s. It is made without
the churning process by boiling the milk so that the milk sugar caramelizes to a consistency
similar to condensed milk. Kulfi has a strong milk flavor with hints of butter-scotch, and it is
absolutely delectable.What Is Good Ice Cream?What qualities are you looking for in good ice
cream? Most people are raised on industrial ice cream full of stabilizers and E numbers and
skim milk powder, and inflated with air to increase the volume up to 100 percent. If you are one
of those people, you have no idea how delicious handcrafted ice cream with natural ingredients
tastes!Ice cream tastes different in every country. The French are accustomed to creamy,
smooth ice cream with strong fruit flavor, or ice cream that has been flavored with real vanilla
pods. The Italians like their ice cream more milky with a lesser fat content, and a colder ice
consistency, while Americans tend to gravitate towards sweeter, creamier, and softer ice
cream.It is paramount to serve ice cream and sorbet at the right temperature. Ice cream should
be enjoyed at a temperature between 5ºF and 17.6ºF. The ideal temperature is 8.6ºF, at least
that’s what my headmaster at the COBA School in Switzerland used to say. Sorbets should be
eaten at a lower temperature because they melt more quickly, and spoom and granite should be
consumed right out of the freezer.AppearanceThe color of the ice cream should agree with its
content. Yellow banana ice cream or lemon ice cream are therefore artificially colored, because
the fruit is white inside. Any additives, such as lightly candied fruit or caramelized almonds
should be thoroughly mixed into the ice cream. The ice cream surface shouldn’t have any ice
crystals or be dry.ConsistencyYou can see the “body” of the ice cream with the naked eye. When
you are scooping up ice cream with an ice cream scoop or with a spoon dipped in hot water, you
can tell how the ice cream shapes up in the vessel. If it is scooped up too easily, the texture is
too loose and will melt too quickly. The texture should be soft and melt on the tongue, unlike
some industry ice creams, whose consistency is like rubber and as a result, tends to be crumbly
and waxy. A well-balanced ice cream will form a shell on the surface when served, so that it
doesn’t turn runny.TextureThe right texture is smooth, soft, and melts on the tongue. If the ice
cream melts in the mouth but has a rough texture, it was probably frozen too slowly. If you can
taste the ice crystals, either the recipe was incorrect or the ice cream is partially thawed. If it has
a gritty texture on the tongue, the blend was heated too much and the egg yolk is partially



coagulated.TasteIt should be easy to identify the intended flavor, but it shouldn’t be so strong
that you are unable to eat one or more spoons of it. Sweetness is often a controversial and
highly individual matter, and it is usually the one that is mentioned first. Because sugar tends to
be one of the cheapest ingredients used in ice cream production, it is commonly overused. Too
much sugar kills the fresh acidity, especially in fruit sorbet or fruit ice cream, and the result is way
too sweet. It is important to add fresh lemon juice when making fruit sorbet or fruit ice cream, so
that it doesn’t turn too sweet. The natural flavors shouldn’t get buried under added sugar, but
they should leave a pleasant memory on the tongue.Melting PointWhen ice cream melts in the
mouth, it should turn into a creamy liquid, and not remain in the mouth, get separated, or have a
crumbly texture.The Chemistry of Ice Cream and SorbetAll ice cream and sorbet is a mix of
water (pure water, or the water content in milk), air, and flavoring, and any addition from the
following ingredients:Sugar, glucose, honey, and naturally occuring sugar in fruits and berries.
Fat in the form of milk, cream, and butter. Skim milk powder without fat (lactose, protein, and
minerals).Eggs, egg yolks, or egg whites.Stabilizers, such as gelatin, which are without E
numbers.Other types of stabilizers and emulsifiers that are commonly used by industrial
manufacturers (instead of eggs).A refractometerWhen fruit purées and juices freeze, they form a
medium hard mass that is refreshing in the mouth. This type of ice cream making was refined in
Italy in the 1700s, and it gave us the term sorbet from sorbetto, which comes from the Arabic
term sherbet.The taste and aroma comes from the fruits and berries, but often wine, spices,
herbs, flowers, coffee, and other ingredients are added for additional flavor. Sugar or sugar syrup
is often added, as well as fresh lemon juice and lime juice.When making sorbet, it is very
important to make sure that the sugar level is about 25-35 percent. That’s about the same sugar
percentage as a mature melon has. The acidity should be about 0.5 percent in the form of fresh
lemon juice. The dry matter, the fruit content, should be about 33-45 percent. The purée or the
juice is often diluted with water, in certain cases to reduce the acidity from the lemon and lime,
and in other cases to reduce the flavor intensity. Melon and cucumbers often need to be diluted
with water because otherwise their flavor can be overwhelming.Italians tend to add milk to their
lemon sorbet and lemon ice cream to round off the flavor. In my opinion, classic Italian lemon ice
cream (sorbet) is among the best ice creams. Another good ice cream is mandarin ice cream.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to find mandarins in Sweden, because the Swedes think that they
contain too many seeds. In Switzerland, it used to be a Christmas Eve tradition to serve
hollowed mandarins filled with mandarin ice cream. I remember how we used to rub the skin of
the mandarins with sugar cubes to enhance the ice cream flavor. This takes a really long time,
and it is unusual today, but there is no other method that produces a better citrus ice cream.We
used to mix about 50 percent vanilla ice cream with sorbet blend when making strawberry, black
currant, or passion fruit ice cream. This trick produces a very nice fruit ice cream with a velvety
structure, despite that it might not be as refreshing as when mixed only with water or milk.
Sometimes, the Italians add sweet condensed milk to give light ice creams a richer flavor. When
it comes to sorbet and fruit ice cream, the texture can vary from rock hard to velvety, this all



depends on sugar levels, manufacturing process, and serving temperature. During the freezing
process, the water transforms into millions of little ice crystals surrounded by the other
ingredients in the blend. It is mainly copious amounts of water that forms a sugar syrup with the
dissolved sugar and the sugar in the fruit, combined with the pulp. The more sugar syrup and
fruit pulp, the more malleable the ice crystals will be, which produces a soft sorbet or ice cream.
You will be able to taste this right away on the tongue. Most fruit ice creams are made with
25-35% sugar. Very sweet fruits don’t require as much added sugar to achieve the right sugar
content. Fruits and berries that contain a lot of pectin also don’t require as much sugar. The ice
cream producer often uses an aerometer, a device that measures sugar, which was invented by
the French scientist, Antoine Baumé (1782-1804). Baumé is a measurement that measures the
density of liquid. The Brix scale is used to measure the sugar level in a solution at a given
temperature, and it is measured with a refractometer. Clean water is 0 Brix, a 10 percent sugar
solution is 10 Brix; 20° Brix = 11.1° Baumé. Most fruit ice creams and sorbet without alcohol
should be on a scale between 17 and 18° Baumé, or 30-31° Brix.For ice cream, 18° Baumé is
common and it means that the ice cream has a sugar content of 34 percent and requires a
minimum temperature of 1.4°F to freeze, otherwise syneresis occurs, which means that
separation of the water occurs in the ice cream or sorbet. The refractometer is inserted into the
mixture in a big measuring cup, and the degrees can be read on the scale. If needed, you add
sugar syrup until you achieve the right degree. If the sugar content is too high, you can dilute the
blend with water, fruit purée, or fruit juice.A hydrometerTip!Remember that the sorbet mixture
should be at a temperature of about 68ºF when you are measuring it with the hydrometer and
the refractometer, in order to get the correct degrees.Example: The sugar content is measured
with a hydrometer and has dropped to 17º Baumé, which means that sorbet mixture has a
density of 1.17 or that the sugar syrup weighs 1170 g (41.3 oz).Most ice cream manufacturers
add up to 1/3 of glucose syrup, invert sugar, to give the ice cream or sorbet a smoother texture
and prevent it from crystallizing while it settles. It provides a good consistency and does not add
as much sugar. Sugar and glucose syrup, honey, glucose, or invert sugar makes the ice shape
into small crystals during freezing, which also improves the consistency of sorbet and ice cream
and prevents the formation of larger crystals, which makes ice cream grainy.Ice cream or sorbet
served directly from the freezer is usually pretty hard, but if you allow it to sit in room temperature
for a bit it becomes much softer and smoother in texture. Therefore freshly frozen ice cream and
sorbet always tastes the best.MAKING ICE CREAMHygiene During Ice Cream
ProductionRemember to wash your hands thoroughly with liquid soap and a nail brush, and
rinse them in clean running water and dry them with paper, not with a towel.Always wash your
ice cream machine with detergent, rinse well, and allow it to dry before you freeze ice cream.
Wash and rinse all tools and bowls before you begin the process. Never use plastic bowls; metal
is much easier to keep clean.Always cover the frozen ice cream with a lid or plastic wrap so that
it does not assimilate flavor from other products in the freezer.There are three classic moments
in ice cream production: the preparing and cooling of the ice cream mass, the freezing, and the



solidifying process.Preparing and Cooling the Ice Cream MassThe first step is to choose your
ingredients and combine them. The base ingredients are milk, cream, and sugar. A mixture of 17
percent of milk fat (equal parts whipping cream and milk) and 6.4 oz (180 g) of sugar per 34 oz
(1 liter) of fluid is nice and smooth in texture and freezes quickly in an ice cream machine, even
the home model.If you want a smooth cream with lower fat content, there are several ways to
achieve this: you can make a crème anglaise with egg yolks, replace some of the cream with
condensed milk, add milk powder, and replace some sugar with glucose, glucose syrup, invert
sugar, or honey, which is nature’s own invert sugar.During commercial production, the entire ice
cream mass needs to be heated so that all the ingredients dissolve and the flavor are released. It
must be pasteurized by being heated to 181.4-185°F for 2 minutes. Cooking enhances the ice
cream texture and its agility by breaking down proteins, which helps to reduce the ice crystals in
size. Mixtures containing egg and egg yolk are always heated to 181.4-185°F, until they begin to
thicken and form an emulsion.Then the ice cream mass should be cooled down as quickly as
possible to 39.2°F to prevent bacteria from forming through slow cooling. After that, the ice
cream blend should be left to swell for at least 4 hours but preferably for 12 hours, according to
ice cream experts (in my opinion, however, 24 hours is ideal). During this process, the milk
proteins swell and form a good emulsion, which gives ice cream a smoother, softer and silkier
texture. It also increases in volume when it swells, because the ice crystals become smaller
once the ice cream is frozen.You should store the ice cream blend in the fridge at a temperature
of 39.2°F during the swelling process.FreezingDuring this process you will be able to tell if the
result of your work is good or a failure. By controlling the overrun, the percentage increase in
volume, you can tell how the ice cream will develop during the freezing process.What is overrun
then? When the ice cream hardens during freezing and air enters it, the volume of the ice cream
increases. This creates the proper ice cream texture. The ideal overrun is 25-50 percent for
handcrafted ice cream. But this is also a personal choice and will vary with each manufacturer’s
own personal taste.Then the ice cream is frozen in an electric ice cream machine with chilled
walls as quickly as possible. The ice cream blend is churned and chilled by the machine and
during the process the ice cream is scraped down from the walls by the machine so that the ice
cream gets a smooth and even texture, and so that it can absorb air and increase in volume until
it becomes flexible, light, and slightly chewy. A slow freezing process gives the ice cream a
rough structure with big ice crystals and mushy consistency. The faster an ice cream mass
freezes, the better the consistency. Rapid freezing during stirring ensures that production of
small ice crystals is spreading quickly, because it divides the available water molecules that
surround the ice crystals, which prevents them from growing. Rapid freezing also prevents the
crystals from lining up next to each other and forming chains. Instead, the many small crystals
give a wonderfully smooth, melting, and slightly chewy texture.If you use a pacojet (see the
photo on the opposite page), you can reduce the sugar content of your ice cream by 50 percent
due to the rapid freezing process. This professional machine is still expensive, but remember
that computers too used to be expensive not long ago.HardeningWhen the ice cream is firm and



feels ready, only half of the water in the ice cream has frozen into ice crystals. Now the ice cream
needs to be frozen as soon as possible, and then another 40 percent of the water will freeze. If
freezing occurs slowly, some of the ice crystals will absorb more water than others and worsen
the texture of the ice cream. The freezing process can be speeded up by dividing the ice cream
into smaller containers.Ingredients and Methods During Ice Cream ProductionSugarSweet is the
first taste that humans are able to perceive; breast milk is sweet. Humans have always
appreciated sweet flavor and experienced them as a positive, good, and pleasant.The sugar
cane was the first plant used to produce sugar on a large scale. The process of squeezing juice
out of the sugar cane was discovered in India about 300 BC. Eventually, humans discovered how
to produce sugar in solid form by concentrating it through boiling so that it crystallized.Sugar is
necessary for all types of ice cream production to provide the proper sweetness. Sugar provides
volume and acts as a flavor enhancer. Sugar also gives the ice cream body and viscosity and
contributes to making it soft and smooth in texture. Because sugar provides body and texture in
ice cream, it counts as a solid in well-balanced ice cream or sorbet. It also affects the freezing
point, when the sugar dissolves in the milk, cream, and eggs. This means that the freezing point
must be reduced, which is done by creating a lower temperature to cause the water to form ice.
When the ice cream begins to freeze, tiny frozen crystals of almost pure water begin to form.
Therefore, the remaining sugar syrup becomes even more concentrated, and the freezing point
is lowered further. The lower the temperature, the more ice crystals are formed and the more
concentrated the sugar solution. However, it can reach a point where the sugar concentration
becomes too high, as there always has to be some water moving freely in the ice cream.Sugar
makes the ice cream retain its moisture, last longer, and retain its texture. It enhances flavor and
texture and increases the rising capacity during stirring in the ice cream machine.The more
sugar ice cream contains, the colder the temperature needs to be during the freezing process. If
you add too much sugar to the ice cream, it will not freeze. If you don’t add enough sugar, the ice
cream becomes too hard. Sugar also plays an important role in the production of caramel ice
cream, as it is the caramelization and the Maillard reaction that produces the brown
color.Various Sugars and SweetenersSucrose, or regular granulated sugar, is also known as K5.
It is a disaccharide composed of a glucose and a fruit molecule, joined by a glucose binding. It
gives a sweet taste without any of-flavor and it is the most common sugar used in ice cream
production. Other varieties can provide interesting combinations and flavor that regular sugar
doesn’t provide with its neutral flavor.Cassonade is a raw sugar with a strong aroma. It comes
from the Old French colony of Mauritius.Demerara sugar was originally the name of brown sugar
from the town of Demerara Guiana in South America. Today it comes mostly from
Mauritius.Brown sugar is produced by adding cane molasses or dark syrup during the sugar
boiling process.Powdered sugar is very finely ground sugar (sucrose) produced by grinding and
sieving the sugar. Powdered sugar often contains anti-caking agents such as starch or
maltodextrin.Glycerine, which is a liquid sugar that comes from fermented products such as
wine, has now started being used in ice cream production. Because 1 g (0.035 oz) of glycerine



lowers the freezing point as much as 4 g (0.14 oz) of ordinary sugar, it is especially useful when
making less sweet appetizer ice cream.Honey is the oldest sweetener in the world. Cave
paintings from the time of Cro-Magnon show that honey was collected 10,000 years BC. The
sugar content is 78-84 percent. Honey is a liquid solution of invert sugar, where the fructose
content is higher than the sucrose level.Invert sugar, trimoline, is a mixture of equal parts
glucose and fructose. Invert sugar prevents the sugar (sucrose) from crystallizing and makes the
ice cream smoother. Trimoline should only be used in problematic ice cream like chocolate ice
cream, which tends to get too hard, hazelnut ice cream, praline ice cream, and gianduja ice
cream.Molasses made from cane sugar is delicious in ice cream, but not molasses from beet
sugar, which used to be used as animal feed. Molasses is a by-product of sugar manufacturing.
It is used in the production of brown sugar and licorice and is a raw material in rum
production.Muscovado is a brown sugar with a little more color and flavor than the Demerara
sugar.Raw sugar is an intermediate product in sugar cane processing, and it contains 96-98
percent of sugar, while the rest is molasses residue.Sorbitol is a sugar alcohol in liquid form in a
70-percent solution or in powder form. It keeps the ice cream soft and supple. Measure about 10
percent of the sugar additive.Glucose syrup is a clear, viscous liquid sugar. The addition of
glucose syrup prevents sucrose crystallization, and it increases hygroscopic capacity and
viscosity, and reduces sweetness. It makes ice cream and sorbet smooth and soft and increases
its shelf life.Usually, between 200 g (1 cup) and 350 g (1¾ cup) of sugar is used per 1 liter (4¼
cup) of milk, or 1 liter (4¼ cup) of a milk and cream blend. Since sugar does not freeze during
the hardening process, the following chart should be taken into consideration to achieve a fine
texture when serving the ice cream. This is the right temperature when portioning the ice
cream:250 g (1¼ cup) of sugar per 1 liter (34 oz)53.6ºF storage temperature300 g (1½ cup) of
sugar per 1 liter (34 oz)57.2ºF storage temperature350 g (1¾ cup) of sugar per 1 liter (34
oz)59ºF storage temperatureWaterPure water freezes to solid ice, but when it is combined with
other ingredients in ice cream, the freezing process changes in many ways. When the
temperature is about 17°F, about 67 percent of the water has formed ice crystals, but this varies
slightly depending on the recipe. These ice crystals should be as small as possible to produce
an ice cream that is smooth and melts. Rapid freezing ensures the growth of minimal crystals
throughout the entire ice cream blend and it keeps them in motion so that they don’t attach to
each other.If an ice-cream is frozen without stirring or only with the occasional stir by using a
spoon, it will contain large ice crystals, as opposed to an ice cream frozen during continuous
stirring.AirThe process of incorporating air into the ice cream during freezing has great influence
on texture, because stirring also separates the ice crystals and fat molecules and causes them
to produce foam. In industrial ice cream the volume is often doubled by injecting air with a
compressor during freezing. Handcrafted ice cream increases about 25 percent with regular ice
cream machines. Fancier ice cream machines can increase the yield (increase in volume) to
about 50 percent. The technical term for this process is overrun.Milk-Based Ice CreamsMilk-
based ice creams contain ice crystals, fat molecules, and air cells, all distributed in the water of



the milk, which contains sugar, milk protein, and minerals. The ingredients get stabilized in a
foam during freezing.Milk, cream, yogurt, quark cheese, and various kinds of cheese, such as
ricotta and mascarpone, and in some cases unsalted butter, are the most common milk
products used in ice cream production. Milk and cream from cows is most common, but there is
also ice cream made from goat’s milk, which I recently ate in Sicily.The Art of Handling Cream
and MilkBoth cream and milk should always be stored in a refrigerator at a temperature as low
as 39.2ºF, but they should not freeze. Good taste and durability is achieved by storing them in
well-sealed packaging as milk and cream easily absorb flavor from other ingredients.FatFat is
the most expensive ingredient in ice cream, and air is the cheapest. Therefore, commercial ice
cream is low in fat and filled with plenty of air. In small-scale ice cream production, the fat comes
mostly from milk and cream and in some cases from butter, and the fat molecules inhibit the
growth of larger ice crystals. The amount of fat in ice cream determines how rich the flavor and
how smooth the texture will turn out.StabilizersGelatin improves texture and prevents the ice
cream from becoming runny when temperature differences occur during transportation or other
situations when the temperature is likely to shift. Gel strength is measured in bloom. Preferably
use gold gelatin, which has 200 bloom, while silver gelatin has 180 bloom. Gelatin doesn’t have
an E number, but it contains animal elements, which vegetarians should be aware of.Other
stabilizers used in ice cream and sorbet production are:E 401 Sodium AlginateE 403
Ammonium AlginateE 406, Agar AgarE 407 CarrageenanE 440 PectinEmulsifersThe most
important emulsifier in ice cream is egg. Egg yolk contains 50 percent water, 10 percent lecithin,
30 percent fat, and 10 percent other substances, and it affects the ice cream consistency. Add
eggs to make ice cream appear smoother and fattier than it is. By binding the ice cream mass
with eggs, the ice crystals will turn out small in the frozen ice cream and this will prevent the
texture from becoming icy.EggsIt is easy to see if an egg is fresh or stale. A fresh egg sinks in
water, has a high yellow and the white folds tightly around the yolk when the egg is turned up. It
has a small air bubble.Eggs contain pure protein and are often used as the standard for
measuring protein in other foods. Protein is composed of amino acids, and the composition of
amino acids in eggs is so great in quantity and quality, that it contains almost 100 percent of the
amino acids that are necessary for body and muscle maintenance.SizesAfter candling the eggs,
they are sorted by size into four classes: XL (very large), more than 2.5 oz, L (large), 2.2–2.5 oz,
M (medium), 1.8–2.2 oz, s (small), 1.5–1.8 oz. In a regular egg, the egg yolk weighs about 0.7 oz
and the egg white approximately 1 oz.Eggs last in the refrigerator for a long time. The
membranes inside the egg protect both the yolk and the white. Most vitamins can be found in
eggs, except for vitamin C. Professionals always buy eggs with pasteurized yolks.Eggs are
important fresh produce when it comes to making high quality ice cream. It is known that the
albumins in eggs have a binding effect. The egg white usually consists of 75 percent water.
When you boil or fry eggs, you can see how their binding capacity increases through heating. In
order for the ice cream mass to thicken, a process known as coagulation is required, which
occurs when the ice cream mass is heated to a so-called rose test between 179.6 and 185ºF.



During this process pasteurization occurs that kills any bacteria. Ice cream manufacturers do the
same process in an ice cream maker.I add about 8.5 oz egg yolks (about a dozen) per 34 oz of
milk or, milk and cream mix, or any other liquid that would bind the same way. You can use more
or less egg yolks, 10 yolks is fine (7 oz), but 6-8 yolks provide weak binding in the finished ice
cream.PasteurizationThe purpose of pasteurization is to minimize the risk of microbiological
bacteria from developing, as they are always present in raw materials. Pasteurization does not
kill all the bacteria, but it slows down their development and prolongs the shelf life a few
days.There are two different pasteurization methods: HTST (high temperature, short time) and
LTLT (low temperature, long time). HTST is the most commonly used in ice cream production.Te
mixture is heated to a minimum temperature of 185ºF for 2-3 minutes and then it is cooled down
as soon as possible to 39.2ºF.Confectioners, ice cream manufacturers, and chefs mostly cook
the ice cream blend in a professional ice cream maker with automatic pasteurization, and a swell
tank on the side. It is the same process but with automatic stirring.Rose Test and Ladle Test at
179.6-185°FThe better the binding of the ice cream mass, the better the ice cream will be.
These tests were among the first things I learned as an apprentice pastry chef. For the rose test,
you need to blow on the backside of a spoon that has been dipped in the ice cream mass. When
a rose shape appears in the ice cream batter when you blow on it, it is because the sugar has
dissolved and bound with the egg yolk, milk, and cream. During the ladle test, you dip a ladle in
the batter and drag the finger through the mass on the backside of the ladle. You know the batter
is good when you drag the finger through the batter and it separates without flowing back
together.Is a Thermometer Useful?Yes, you can use a thermometer to assist you, but it requires
a little bit of training before you will be able to tell when the cream begins to thicken as you stir it.
If the ice cream mass becomes too hot, it may coagulate completely and curdle. Use a regular
household thermometer. It is important to remove the pot from the stove to prevent the ice cream
mass from coagulating on the bottom. Keep stirring for a little while once you remove the pot
from the heat, because it will still be hotter close to the bottom.Is There Anything That Can Be
Done if the Ice Cream Mass Curdles?Yes, if the cutting process hasn’t reached too far, you can
pour the ice cream mass in a blender and mix until it is smooth. A hand blender won’t be useful,
because it isn’t strong enough. When you’re done mixing, sieve the ice cream mass through a
chinois or a very fine sieve, or twist it through a straining-cloth.Storage and ServingIce cream
gets better the colder it is stored; –0.4°F or an even lower temperature is required for the ice
cream to retain its texture, flavor, and smoothness. The ideal temperature is –22°F. Te lower the
storage temperature, the better the result will be during thawing. Repeatedly thawing and
freezing the ice cream will worsen its quality. Then the little ice crystals melt completely and they
reshape into bigger ice crystals, worsening the texture of the ice cream.Ice cream is negatively
affected in two ways during storage. First off, fat absorbs odors and flavor in the freezer. Second,
the ice cream can get ruined and dried out by the air in the freezer. You can prevent these issues
by pressing plastic over the ice cream to get rid of any air bubbles, and then cover with a tightly
fitting lid.Ideally, you should thaw the ice cream slowly in the fridge until it reaches 8.6°F. Then



the ice cream will taste delicious and have a smooth and soft texture. It will contain more flowing
water, which contributes to a softer consistency.VanillaVanilla is the most popular ice cream
flavor in the world, closely followed by chocolate, and strawberry ice cream. The legend says
that the people of the kingdom of Totonacopan had a fertility goddess by the name Xanath, who
descended to the people on Earth and fell in love with a mortal man—which was an impossible
union. Xanath transformed herself into a vanilla plant to be able to remain on Earth with the
people. The people of Totonacopan began growing vanilla plants and produce vanilla from the
pods about a thousand years ago. The plant was their secret until the mid 1800s.The first
European to taste vanilla was Columbus. It happened on the 14th of September, 1502, in
Nicaragua. He was on his fourth trip when he tasted vanilla along with a chocolate drink. The
Spaniards also came across the vanilla plant during their encounter with the Aztecs in Mexico,
and they brought vanilla pods to Europe in 1510. In the 1520s, Hernán Cortés sent vanilla plants
to Spain from Mexico, but they wouldn’t grow in Spain.Europeans used vanilla in chocolate
production during the first hundred years. The French started using vanilla in perfume making in
the 1600s. Vanilla became a popular aphrodisiac in Europe in the 1700s, after a German doctor
published a pamphlet in 1762 about how he had healed 342 impotent men with vanilla. Vanilla is
a climbing orchid plant that originates from Central America. After the green seed pods are
harvested, they undergo a lengthy and complicated procedure before they are distributed for
sale. Vanilla aroma consists of approximately 170 different substances. The substance vanillin is
important, but not the determining factor for flavor and aroma. During fermentation a
transformation occurs to vanillin. The entire process takes about 6 months and is important to
maintain quality. According to legend, it was the Indians in Mexico who discovered how to
ferment vanilla pods. Mexico has excellent vanilla beans, which can be difficult to come by in
Europe.Bourbon Vanilla (Vanilla planifolia) and Tahitian vanilla (Vanilla tahitiensis) have about
7.5–12 inches and 6–7 cm long pods and they grow in Réunion and Madagascar and Tahiti.
Tahitian vanilla is my absolute favorite vanilla, because of its rounder tones and sweetness.High
quality vanilla beans should be long and moist with a strong aroma and only a slight bitterness.
They are best when they have white, needle-like crystals on the pods. The little black seeds
inside are pretty tasteless, so the pod quality is crucial for the final result. Divide the vanilla bean
in the middle and scrape out the seeds with a small sharp knife before they are added to the ice
cream mass, often together with the pod itself.WINE PAIRINGS FOR ICE CREAM, SORBETS,
AND PARFAITSIce cream and parfait with berries or citrus flavors are always well paired with
sweet and sparkling muscat wine. Ice cream and parfait with its creamy, rich texture of cream
and eggs go well with the mousse in the wine. Spices also combine well with the sweet muscat
wine.Vanilla ice cream goes well with sweet sherry, which has a rich fig/raisin characteristic with
the scent of chocolate. Ice creams and parfaits that are spiced with cardamom, cinnamon, and
saffron require a wine with more flavor, such as Marsala Florio, or Marsala Floriovo
Aromatizzato.Sweet Madeira or the very sweetest Tokay wine goes well with caramel ice cream.
Commandaria from Cyprus is also suitable, it has a rich sweetness, body, and a burned



characteristic, just like the ice cream.With chocolate ice cream and chocolate parfait, which are
both flavorful, sweet and rich with a light bitter taste, I recommend Madeira with its burnt
character and rich sweetness. However this is very potent combination. You can also serve Port
wine as it also has a burnt character and rich flavor. If you want to serve something more
elegant, I would go with a sweet, heavy muscat wine that has a higher alcohol content.Fruit ice
creams made with summer berries go well with sweet and light wines and sweet champagne.
Ice cream with strawberries, wild strawberries, raspberries, and blackberries is well paired with
noble sweet wines from Bordeaux and noble sweet wines from Austria and Germany. Sweet
wines from Vouvray and Coteaux du Layon in the Loire Valley are also suitable. Even sweet
muscat wines, both sparkling and still, will do. muscat grape flavors marry well with the
berries.Currants, cranberries, and blueberries, with their tangy flavors can be difficult to pair with
wine. Blueberries and black currants fit well with a young fruity red Port wine, while sweet
muscat wine, either sparkling or still, balances the cranberries and currants. The cherry beer,
Kriek, can be served with cranberry and currant ice cream. Cloudberries are best combined with
Tokayer.Fruit and berry sorbet should have a raw characteristic. Sorbet is a refreshing dessert or
side dish that is well paired with a heavy dinner, such as a black currant sorbet after a wild game
dinner. In the summer, when we crave lighter food, raspberry sorbet and melon sorbet,
garnished with some fresh berries, provide the perfect finish to a good dinner. Personally, I prefer
sorbet without any wine combination. However, if you’d like to pair it with something, I
recommend Asti Spumante wines from Italy, they have a nice sweetness and mild acidity. Demi-
Sec champagne is also a good choice.Apple sorbet and apple ice cream go well with the
Hungarian wine Tokayer. Specifically a Tokayer with 3-5 Puttonyos or 60-90 grams of residual
sugar. The fine acid and the slightly burnt character provides an excellent combination, as does
the sweet ripe Loire wines, such as Moulin Touchais, which is sweet, yet refreshing. You can also
serve red Port with apple desserts.Exotic fruits, such as pineapple, kiwi, papaya, starfruit, and
citrus fruits are not great with wine. The high acidity and the enzymes tend to interfere with the
taste experience. Sweet muscat wine usually manages them quite well.Peaches, apricots, and
honeydew melon are sweet with a mild acidity, and suit sweet or noble sweet wines with a high
fruit acidity, such as Sauternes, German, and Austrian sweet wines, and sweet Loire wines.1.
Pacojet 2. Blender 3. Springform pan 4. Ice cream machine 5. Sugar thermometer 6. Hydrometer
7. Chinois 8. Balloon wire whisk 9. Ice cream baller 10. Handheld stick blender 11.
Refractometer 12. Digital scale 13. Circle panICE CREAMS
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Terrence S. Johnson, “Very technical but full of ideas. “Homemade” in the title is misleading. This
is a book for professionals, but it is full of interesting ideas for interesting ice creams such as
various tea ice creams and unexpected ingredients such as cauliflower. The ice cream cakes,
etc., are way beyond home cooks (or at least me), but again they offer interesting ideas.”

Rodney Burris, “Very satisfied. Good stuff”

Kenneth Lines, “Five Stars. I use it regularly. It is clear, almost encyclopedic in how much it
covers, yet engaging and interesting.”

The book by Jan Hedh has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 38 people have provided feedback.
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